Understanding the effects of predicción in bilinguals
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Norming Study

Introduction
● Previous research has shown that bilinguals are able to generate predictions or expectations for the
meanings of upcoming words, even when reading in their second language (L2).1 This was indexed by
event-related potential (ERP) brain responses that reflected prediction benefits, for expected words,
and prediction errors, for unexpected words.
● However, there may be something very unique about how bilinguals predict. Even when reading in
only one language, both of a bilinguals’ languages are active in the mind.2 In a planned ERP study, we
want to understand how the non-target language (the one not being read) influences prediction in the
target language.
● To do this, we are creating sentence stimuli, where the expected target words are either SpanishEnglish cognates (e.g., family or familia) or non-cognates (e.g., friend or amiga). Cognates can be
easier for bilinguals to produce and to read, thanks to language co-activation,3,4 and may be easier for
bilinguals to predict.

Norming Criterion for Sentence:
• Length of the Context
• Association Strengths
○ Between all content words and all target
words
○ Between expected and unexpected
target words

Norming Criterion for Target Words:
• Cloze probability
• Word Length
• Lexical Frequency

Context

Research Question:
Do bilinguals predict upcoming words using both languages (benefiting from dual language activation)?
If this is true, then we would expect the following:
• Reader expects a cognate and it IS presented (expected) à Larger prediction benefit
• Reader expects a cognate and it is NOT presented (unexpected) à Larger prediction error

Creation of Stimuli
Writing stimuli in English and Spanish (Goal N = 320 items, half with cognate manipulation, 8 versions)
• EEG/ERP signal-to-noise ratio can require a high number of items per condition5
Criteria for stimuli:
• Sentence has to be plausible
• High constraint has to lead to the same expected word in English and Spanish
• 2-3 words before and after the target word have to be the same to get an accurate brain response
for prediction or prediction disconfirmation (for EEG baseline)
• Article gender has to match for unexpected and expected target words
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Current Directions
First norming study of 167 items is currently underway:
• Four online cloze norming experiments (2 in English only, 2 in Spanish only)
• Research team coding of Context Lengths, Association Strengths, Target Word Lengths, and
Target Word Lexical Frequencies
• Selecting appropriate databases for Spanish dialects used in Southern California

Example Cognate Item (High vs. Low Semantic Constraint)
Every year, I fly home for Christmas to spend time with my [family/friend] and my partner.

Based on findings, editing stimuli and re-norming, and/or continuing to create remaining items.
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The phone rang suddenly when I was outside with my [family/friend] and my partner.
Cada año, vuelo a casa para Navidad para pasar tiempo con mi [familia/amiga] y mi esposa.
Sonó el teléfono cuando estaba afuera con mi [familia/amiga] y mi esposa.
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